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1. What is Dative?



1.1. Overview

Newly-developed software for 
linguistic fieldwork

Supports collaboration

A GUI to the OLD

Free, open-source, online

Screenshot of forms in Dative



1.2. Dative vs FLEx/ELAN

Supports collaboration, online functionality

Manufactured open-source, free

Not time-aligned (but can upload files)

Allows complex search functions

User has control over set-up options



1.3. Key functionality

Forms
Transcribed utterances

Collections
Collected set of forms,
e.g. the pear story,

the QUIS map task



1.4. Forms

Kawîîra a-ra-thoom-ire îbuku
1.Kawiira 1SM-yPST-read-PFV 5.book
‘Kawiira read a book’ (term/VP focus)



1.4. Forms

mɛ́ tɔ̀mbàŋà òkók
mɛ tɔ-mbaŋa okoko
SM.1SG 13-peanut crush
‘I’m crushing the peanuts’

(Tunen; own data)
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1.4. Browsing forms

dative.ca/getstarted à https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zey_AGvd6tc

http://dative.ca/getstarted
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=zey_AGvd6tc




1.5. Files

Audio/video files can be linked to forms

Can also link images to forms
e.g. for picture stimuli

Files stored on server
Example picture stimulus

(Scope image 002)



1. Dative

Audio/video files can be linked to forms
à But not time-aligned (unlike ELAN)

Can also link images to forms for picture 
stimuli

Example picture stimulus
(Scope image 002)



1.5. Files

Tips for using files:

Upload files to Dative for picture stimuli

Keep a back up off Dative!

For bigger files (audio/video), add the filename to the 
“comments” section so someone can find the raw data





1.6. Collections and corpora

Sometimes, we want to group some forms together
E.g. the forms that make up a story that you recorded

Collections and corpora allow us to do this





2. How LIKE will use Dative



2.1. Set up
1 Dative database for each LIKE language 
(connecting to an OLD server)
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2.1. Set up
1 Dative database for each LIKE language 
(connecting to an OLD server)

Kipsigis
OLD

Kiembu
OLD

Kiswahili
OLD

Kikamba
OLD

Kikuyu
OLD

Ekegusii
OLD

Kichuka
OLD

Kiitharaka
OLD

Your team of 2 will be responsible for your server!



2.1. Set up

Create a user for each of the team of 2
• See Dative offline tutorial §2.3.1 “Creating a new user”
• Give yourselves administrator privileges

When you input data into Dative, indicate
• Who the consultant was (initials)
• Who the (main) elicitor was
• Who entered the form into Dative (‘enterer’)



2.2. Archiving
Project files:

- Dative export (.xml/.csv/LaTeX/JSON/Wordpress plugin)
- Audio/video recordings (raw data)
- Metadata (e.g. sociolinguistic profile of consultants)

+ raw data
+ metadata

archived at end of project

Kipsigis
OLD

Kiembu
OLD

Kiswahili
OLD

Kikamba
OLD

Kikuyu
OLD

Ekegusii
OLD

Kichuka
OLD

Kiitharaka
OLD



2.2. Backing up

Possible to export the database to back up and archive

Results in the following project files:

- Dative export (.xml/.csv/LaTeX/JSON/Wordpress plugin)
- Audio/video recordings (raw data)
- Metadata (e.g. sociolinguistic profile of consultants)



2.2. Backing up

1. Click the export button on the top left
2. Select the file format (I recommend xml and csv)
3. Click ‘export’
4. Download the generated file and save in an 

appropriate location
5. Open the file to view the contents

You can also export a subset of the database, e.g. the results of a search



2.2. Backing up
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2.2. Backing up



2.3. Analysis
Collections/corpora to gather texts

Search function to find examples
- Search any field (baseline, tags, translations…)
- Conjunction search possible

e.g. Looking for negation in relatives…
• U



2.4. Analysis
Search function to find examples
- Search any field (baseline, tags, translations…)
- Conjunction search possible

e.g. Looking for negation in relatives:
• U



2.4. Citing
In talks/publications/notes:

Can reference Dative form id along with example
= Unique identifier of each transcribed utterance
• U



2.4. Citing
In talks/publications/notes:

Can reference Dative form id along with example
= Unique identifier of each transcribed utterance
• U

consultant initials

form
UID



2. BaSIS and Dative



2. BaSIS and Dative



2.5. Possible applications

Moro text project:
(used LingSync;
older form of OLD)

http://linguistics.berkeley.edu/moro/#/
• U

http://linguistics.berkeley.edu/moro/
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• U

http://linguistics.berkeley.edu/moro/


2.6. Summary

Dative is software for linguistic fieldwork

Good for collaboration

Can link files to forms

Use Collections to group texts

Complex search functions for analysis



2.7. Tutorial / further resources (1)

“Offline tutorial” by myself (suggestions 
welcome!)
-- notes on backing up to be included in 
v2.4

https://kerrej.wordpress.com/dative/

https://kerrej.wordpress.com/dative/


2.7. Tutorial / further resources (2)

Video introductions on 
the Dative website 

dative.ca/getstarted

http://dative.ca/getstarted


2.7. Tutorial / further resources (3)
Built-in help on the Dative application 
(click the ‘?’ icon)





3. Activity



3. Trying out Dative

Split into 3-5 groups (find someone with a laptop)

Log onto Dative at app.dative.ca

Access the server BaSIS test with the passwords written on the 
whiteboard/sent over email
• U

http://app.dative.ca


3. Trying out Dative
Task 1:

All groups Access Dative and log into the BaSIS test server 
Input sample forms from your notes

Task 2:
Guthrie/Meeussen Find a picture file and upload it to a form

Lyons /Ariel Explore search functions (simple and conjunct)

Chafe/Mwalimu Look into Collections; try making your own one
• U

Dative does not work on Internet Explorer!Try using Chrome or another web browser



4. Summary

• Dative is software for linguistic fieldwork, accessed 
through a web application at app.dative.ca

• Both users can access at the same time (from different laptops)

• There are online resources on dative.ca and built into 
Dative, and an offline tutorial (current version 2.3) you 
can use to learn how to use Dative during the LIKE

http://app.dative.ca
http://dative.ca


Links
Dative application. Log in to your database here:
app.dative.ca

Dative homepage. Includes documentation and video tutorials:
dative.ca

OLD:
http://www.onlinelinguisticdatabase.org/

Contact me for updates about the offline Dative tutorial

http://app.dative.ca
http://dative.ca
http://www.onlinelinguisticdatabase.org/
http://hum.leidenuniv.nl


Picture credits

All links accessed 11/2019.

Dative logo: dative.ca
FLEx logo: https://encrypted-
tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcS7cOoRzStBJPBHp7udSxisP5yKqYW
QQSAFIwohf7S52RPRYauGCQ&s
OLD logo: http://www.onlinelinguisticdatabase.org/
Scope image from Max Planck: https://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/tools-at-
lingboard/material_scope_fieldwork_project.php

Screenshots from E.J. Kerr’s Tunen database.

http://dative.ca
https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images%3Fq=tbn:ANd9GcS7cOoRzStBJPBHp7udSxisP5yKqYWQQSAFIwohf7S52RPRYauGCQ&s
http://www.onlinelinguisticdatabase.org/
https://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/tools-at-lingboard/material_scope_fieldwork_project.php

